Test & Lab Equipment / Accessories

**JFW Industries**
- Programmable Attenuators • Manually Variable Attenuators • Fixed Attenuators • Terminations and Mismatches
- RF Switches • Power Dividers / Combiners • Test Accessories • Attenuator Assemblies • Transceiver Test Systems
- Handover Test Systems • RF Switch Assemblies • Matrix Switches

Manufacturing attenuation and RF switching products since 1979.

**Attenuation offerings include:** fixed attenuators, manual attenuators, step attenuators and rack mounted attenuator test systems.

**RF Switching Products include:** solid-state switches, electro-mechanical switches, RF matrix switches and RF switch assemblies.

**RF Routing Components include:** power dividers, power combiners, directional couplers, bias taps and impedance matching pads.

**Automated RF Test Systems available with:** Ethernet, Serial or GPIB remote control and feature easy to use ASCII formatted remote commands.

**Custom Models:** custom models with catalog pricing, no NRE charge for new models, quick ROM pricing in 1-2 days, 40% of business is custom models.

---

**JYEBAO**
- RF Adaptors • RF Cable • RF Cable Assemblies • RF Components • RF Connectors

Vertically integrated manufacturer of coaxial connectors, adaptors, cable assemblies, raw cable and passive components. All design, production and testing is done in 2 factories in Taiwan.

**Coaxial Connectors:** over 2,000 standard connectors are available off the shelf. Also offers customized RF connectors; on average 3 new connectors are developed each week.

**Coaxial Adaptors:** over 800 standard adaptors available including NMD adaptors, mitered adaptors, Low PIM adaptors, snap on adaptors, multi-directional adaptors, precision adaptors (up to 70GHz).

**Coaxial Cable Assemblies:** semi-rigid, flexible, conformable, standard test cables (up to 50GHz), superflexible test cables, phase matched assemblies.

**Cable:** focus on semi-rigid, conformable and low loss cable, regular RG cable is also made in house.

**Coaxial Passive Components:** fixed attenuators, rotary joints, bias Tee’s, phase trimmers, matching pads, power dividers, DC blocks, feed through terminations, dipole antenna’s, high power terminations.

---

**Pasternack**
- 60 GHz Systems and Modules • Adapters • Amplifiers • Antennas • Attenuators • Baluns • Bias Tees / DC Blocks
- Cable assemblies • Cables • Connectors • Connectors Accessories • Couplers • Educational Products • Filters
- Frequency Multipliers / Dividers • High Reliability Amplifiers, Attenuators, Detectors, Limiters & Switches
- Impedance Matching • Isolators / Circulators • Limiters / Detectors • Mixers • Noise Sources
- Oscillators / Synthesizers • Phase Shifters / Trimmers • Power Dividers / Combiners • Rotary Joints
- Surge Protectors • Switches • Terminations • Test and Measurement • Tools • Waveguides

Leader in RF cable assemblies, adapters and connectors since 1972, ISO 9001:2008 certified.

**Inventory:** industry’s broadest and deepest inventory; more than 40,000 components and assemblies.

**Same Day Shipping:** >99% off-the-shelf availability allows fast shipping for RF & Microwave Products.